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MillerKnoll Comes Together in the
Heart of New York City
Knoll to join other MillerKnoll brands under one roof in center of
Gramercy
Knoll will welcome clients and design enthusiasts to their new showrooms at 251 Park Avenue South, set to open
in Spring 2024. With sweeping views of Park Avenue below, Knoll will debut their new retail showroom with
additional Knoll contract showroom space showcasing their products and immersive modern design for home
and office.

Already situated in the building are the flagship Herman Miller retail showroom on the first floor, Herman Miller
contract showroom, Geiger showroom and Maharam sales office and studio.

“This confluence of the best brands in modern design, all under one roof, will offer our clients and partners an
unparalleled experience to move floor-by-floor through the latest in design for home, office and beyond,” says
Andi Owen, CEO of MillerKnoll. “As a company with a unique, diversified set of channels and brands – including
retail, contract and trade – we will use this expanded space at 251 Park Avenue South to connect with
customers across all our channels, showcasing our collective.”

In addition to Knoll opening their spaces in the building, Herman Miller’s first floor retail space will go through a
remodel and refresh, bringing a fresh perspective to the portfolio of products.

“We are delighted to bring Knoll together with Herman Miller and others in our collective, creating a beautiful
cross-brand MillerKnoll showroom for our contract, trade and retail customers,” said Enrico Colizani, Knoll Brand
President. “Building an immersive, convenient-to-visit, showroom experience for our clients is a top priority and
our new New York City showroom spaces will live up to our brands and this iconic Manhattan location. ”

Since as far back as 1973, the iconic Renaissance-revival building standing boldly at 251 Park Avenue South has
long been associated with MillerKnoll. The building once served as the home of the George Nelson & Company,
Designers and Planners, in the years immediately following Nelson’s long tenure as design director for Herman
Miller.

Knoll’s current studio and showroom at 1330 6th Avenue is will close concurrently with the opening of the new
space at 251 Park Avenue.

About MillerKnoll
MillerKnoll is a collective of dynamic brands that comes together to design the world we live in. The MillerKnoll
brand portfolio includes Herman Miller, Knoll, Colebrook Bosson Saunders, DatesWeiser, Design Within Reach,
Edelman Leather, Geiger, HAY, Holly Hunt, KnollTextiles, Maars Living Walls, Maharam, Muuto, NaughtOne, and
Spinneybeck|FilzFelt.  MillerKnoll is an unparalleled platform that redefines modern for the 21st century by
building a more sustainable, equitable and beautiful future for all.

For further information: media_relations@hermanmiller.com
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